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PREFACE.

I FEEL much pleasure in recommending this analysis

of Irish Grammar to the Irish classes in the Univer-

sity, and to the public. It was undertaken most

kindly by Mr. Wright, at my request, and I am

happy to testify that he has admirably executed his

undertaking. It is, indeed, multum in parvo.

To students of the Irish language in the Univer-

sity, especially to those previously unacquainted

with the language, it is a great boon. It will conduct

them to the knowledge of the language which the

people speak and understand
;
and they will find it

accurate, short, simple, and cheap. I will add, that

in no Irish Grammar hitherto published do we find,

in my judgment, these qualities combined.

One of the slowest means a learner can take of

acquiring a language of which he knows little or

nothing before, is to select a large grammar, and

thus puzzle himself with intricacies and the investi-

gations of philologists before he understands the first

principles. The present grammar has removed this

difficulty, and the consequent discouragement ;
and
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as those for whom it is more especially intended are

already acquainted with the grammar of other lan-

guages, they will find this analysis quite copious

enough to enable them to proceed to the investiga-

tion ofthe language itself. This will be the shortest

course to a thorough knowledge of the Irish tongue,

in the attainment of which, assistance both valuable

and interesting will be found in the more copious

and expensive grammar already in use in our Uni-

versity.

It is gratifying to acknowledge that the Board

of Trinity College, on my recommendation, have

granted the chief part of the expenses of publica-

tion, and that the College classes will receive the

full benefit of this liberality.

D. FOLEY,

Professor of Irish, T. C. D.

28, TEINITY COLLEGE, DUBLIN,

June 1, 1855.



AUTHOR'S PREFACE.

THE Grammar of the Irish language by Dr. O'Do-

novan, though exceedingly valuable as a Thesaurus,

and absolutely necessary for those who wish to be

complete masters of the language, especially of the

ancient dialect, is precluded from common use by
its expense and size

;
and the mingling together of

the ancient and modern forms renders it perplexing
to the student who wishes to know which form is

in use in the present day.

This, combined with the inaccuracy of Neilson,

&c., induced the commencement of the present work,

which is confined entirely to the modern language.

The Table of the personal endings of the verb

will, it is hoped, be of use to the learner, as by the

time he has carefully committed it to memory, with

the section on the formation of the moods and tenses,

he will be able to go through any regular verb in

the language.

As the second person singular imperative active

is the root of the verb, it is throughout this gram-
mar placed first in every verb in which it is found,
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and Englished by the infinitive mood as being the

most general form of the verb, a method of transla-

tion adopted by most lexicographers.

In the compilation of this work the author has

availed himself of the Irish Grammars of Neilson,

Connellan, O'Donovan, &c.

He begs here to acknowledge his obligations to

Thaddeus O'Mahony, Esq., of Trinity College,

Dublin, and particularly to the Rev. Professor Foley,

B. D., whose accurate knowledge both of the ver-

nacular and classical language is well known, and

who kindly revised both the manuscript and the

proof-sheets of the work, and added several valuable

remarks of his own throughout ;
and lastly, he would

return his best thanks to the Board of Trinity Col-

lege, Dublin, for their liberality in granting a con-

siderable sum for the printing of the present work
;

and to Mr. Gill for the care and accuracy with

which he has printed the work.

TRINITY COLLEGE, DUBLIN,

June 4, 1855.
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IRISH GRAMMAR,

PAET I.

ORTHOGRAPHY.

CHAPTER I.

1. THE ALPHABET.

THE Gibjicip na 5aoi^ei^5e or Irish Alphabet, con-

sists of eighteen letters: they are

Q a 1. Long, as a in ball. .... bdn, white.

2. Short, as a iu far GOT1
,
come.

3. Obscure, as a in negative. . liompa, with me.

4. Go final, pronounced as oo in

boor.

b b As 6 in bind. bean, a woman.
C c 1. Before a slender vowel, as k

in king Cldlt, sense.

2. Before a broad vowel, as c in

call CQC, a battle.

U o 1. Before a broad vowel, as th in

thou bdn, a poem.
2. Before a slender vowel, as d

in guardian bean mat), forgetfulness.
(' r Long, as e in there. ... p6, six.

p p Asfin fan ..pean, a man.

5 5 1. Before a slender vowel, as g
in get 5ean, love.

2. Before a broad vowel, as g in

gone 5dn, without.

h li Pronounced as in English.
1 i 1. As i in fin , nun, meal.

2. As i in marine jnfn, mild.

L I 1. As II in mill. mil, honey.
2. As I in valiant buille, a blow.

1T1 in As m in me me", /.

B
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N n Nearly as n in new . . . nf, not.

Go 1. Long, as o in more. ... mop, great.
2. Short, as u in foJA. . . . olc, evil.

P p As p in pond...... - pobdl, a congregation.
TC p As r in raw....... pan, apart.
S p 1. As sh in shield, before a slen-

der vowel...... pifi, that.

2. As * in son, before a broad

vowel........ ponap, happiness.
C C 1. As A in thirst....... capb, a bull.

2. As t in bestial....... Glgeapna, a ZorJ.

U U 1. Long, as u in rule..... cul, ^/te back part*
2. Short, as u in joztf..... cup, planting.

2 VOWELS ; AND RULE Gaol le caol, ~]C.

Q, o, and u, are called broad vowels because they
have a broad sound

; and e and 1 slender because they
have a slender.

The most general rule of the Irish language is that

called caol le caol a^up leacan le leacan,
u a slen-

der to a slender, and a broad to a broad ;" which

is, that the vowel preceding a consonant, or combina-
tion of consonants, and that which follows it, are of the

same class
; sc. both broad, or both slender : e. g. Nom.

P5olo5, Gen. p^oloi^e; Nom. pigeaooip; Gen. pi$ea-
oopa ; rnol, molaim ; buail, buaileap, buala&. Though
this rule was not always observed in ancient times,

yet it is scarcely departed from in speaking the lan-

guage at present, and consequently is now universally
observed in writing.

3. CONSONANTS; ASPIRATION, &c.

b, c, b, p, 5, in, p, p, c, are called mutable consonants,
because by aspiration or eclipsis they either entirely
lose or change their sound.

L, n, p are called immutable consonants, because they
are incapable of aspiration or eclipsis.

As the mutable consonants have very different sounds
when aspirated, it seems proper to give them here with
their variety of pronunciation :
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6 in the beginning or end of a word sounds like v,

similar to the Hebrew 2; as, mo baile, my village; pib,

you. In the middle of a word between broad vowels it is

generally sounded like w; as, a leabap, his look.

C is sounded like the Greek x> or ch
t
or gh in lough ; as,

t>eoc, ft drink.

1. t) and 5 sound like y in connexion with the slen-

der vowels e and i
; as, a geaneamuin, his birth.

2. O and before and after a broad vowel have a

slight guttural sound; as, mo uc, my voice. This sound
is not easily given in English, and must be learned.

p is not sounded at all; as, an pip, pronounced like

as, cm ip, of the man.
Tfl is pronounced like b.

P is pronounced like Ph in Philip, or in philosopher ;

as, ^a pdip, his suffering.

8 and c are pronounced like h alone; as, mo p6ldp,

my comfort; a ceanga, his tongue.
The immutable consonants alone admit of doubling

in the middle or end of words ; as, buin, to us. Ol and
In in the middle of words are pronounced like II, and
tm like rm; as, coblao, sleep; ceabna, the same.

4. DIPHTHONGS.

There are in Irish thirteen diphthongs, which are:

ae, ai, ea, ei, eo, eu, ia, 10, lu, 01, ua, ui. Qe, ao, eu,

la, ua, are always long, the remaining are sometimes

long and sometimes short.

Those diphthongs which have their first vowel long
are generally pronounced like dissyllables; as cdim,
I am. The following is a Table of the diphthongs and
their pronuciation :

A. Sounds of the Long Diphthongs.

-ae like ai in pain. . . . tae, ofa day.
QO ay ,, mayor. . . . aon, one.

eu a ,, fare. . . . eup, sharp.
1Q ea ,, clear. . . . cidll, sense.

ua somewhat like oe in doer, puap, cold.

B 2
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B. Sounds of the Variable Diphthongs.

en long, like

short, ,,

>} 7>

ea long,

short, ,,

ei long,

short,

eolong,
short,

1O long,

short,

iu long,

short,

Ol long,

) 5

short, ,,

~~ M 55

ui long,
short. ,
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begin a word, and are followed by a vowel, or the im-

mutables, may be eclipsed thus :

b is eclipsed by m ; as, dp m-baile, our town,

C 5 ; as, dp 5-ceo.pc, our right.

b and 5 n
; as, dp n-Oici, our God] dp n-5eapdn. our

complaint.

p andp b; as, b-puil cu, art thou ? dp bp6in, our

punishment.

p c
; as, dn c-plae, the rod.

r b : as, ap b-ceine, our fire.

"
5 is but partly eclipsed by n, the sound of both let-

ters uniting to form a compound ; as, ng in long, hang,
&c., or as 115 in ain^eal; thus, na n-gopc, pronounced
nang urth, of the fields" Irish Primer, p. 34.

Instead of the usual method, sometimes the initial

letter is improperly doubled to indicate the eclipse; as,

cc, cc, &c., instead of 50, t)c; thus, a cclan, their chil-

dren, for a 5-clan.

There is sometimes a disregard of eclipsis, improperly
used, following the English, as in the word pr-ailrn, and
which ought to be pail, &c.

2 ACCENT, &c.

An accent is placed over vowels and diphthongs when

they are long; as, bdp, death, long; mac, son, short.

Triphthongs do not require the accent being always long.

As the following contractions are common in printed
books: we here present them:

1 0511 p. g ea. .1. ea&on, viz.

^ ap. \r ui. ~)c etc.

q aip. n nn. ^ pi.
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PART II.

ETYMOLOGY.

CHAPTER I.

THERE are nine Parts of Speech in Irish ; viz. Article,

Noun, Adjective, Pronoun, Verb, Adverb, Preposition,

Conjunction, and Interjection.

THE ARTICLE.

The Irish language has only one Article, which is an,
and which corresponds to the definite article the in

English; as, an peap, the man; and sometimes gives an
abstract signification to nouns, e. g. cdimg an peacafr
aip an pao&al, sin entered the world. Rom. v. 12. t)o

r-peap^aip an bap, death laid low.

The article an is thus declined:

Singular. Plural.

MASC. FEM.
N. &A. an. an.
Gen. an. na.

Prep. bon. bon.

MASC. FEM.
N. & A. na. na.

Gen. na. na.

Prep, bon a. bon a.

Or it may be expressed simply thus: Nom. an
; Gen.

Masc. an ; Fern, na
; Plural, na. The prepositional case

is formed by prefixed various prepositions.
Here it may be proper to lay before the learner the

changes which the article causes in the beginning of nouns.

1. If the noun begins with a vowel, the article pre-
fixes c to the nominative singular of masculines, and h
to the genitive singular of feminines : it prefixes h to all

the cases of the plural except the genitive, to which n is

prefixed.*

*" This is explained by O'Donovan as being the substitute for

eclipsing, which should take place here (vid. 2) ; for, as he remarks, "in

every situation where an initial consonant is eclipsed an initial vowel

takes n; as, dn n-apdn, our bread." Irish Grammar, p. 65.
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2. If the noun begins with a mutable consonant, ex-

cept t>, c, p, the article aspirates the initial mutables of

masculines in the genitive and prepositional, and of fe-

minines in the nominative and prepositional.
In the genitive plural all initial mutables, including

t> and c, are eclipsed, except TTI and p.

3. If the noun begins with p, followed by a vowel,
or by I, n, or p, wherever the article would aspirate other

consonants, it, in this case, eclipses p by prefixing c.

4. If the noun should begin with I, n, or p, or p be-

fore a mute, the article causes no change whatever, or

in the singular of those beginning with t) or c.

After a preposition ending in a vowel the a of the

article is dropped. In printed books this is generally
indicated by an apostrophe ; as, 6'n.

CHAPTER II.

THE NOUN.

1. THE NOUN GENERALLY.

The properties of nouns are, Gender, Number, Person,
and Case.

There are but two genders in Irish, the Masculine

and the Feminine. The following are a few general rules

for ascertaining to which a noun belongs ; but in most
cases the learner must find the gender by experience,
or from a lexicon.

The following nouns are masculine: Names of men
and males generally.

Diminutives in an, in
;
derivatives in ai&e, ai6, ui&e,

oi&e, aipe, oip,* op, ac; abstract substantives in ap;
as, cmeap, sickness; and usually monosyllables in ac,

ucc, up, and uc; as, ucc, the breast.

Generally the following are feminine: Names of

* Personal nouns ending in oip ; as, bucnlceoip, a thresher.
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women and females, of countries, rivers, and diseases;

diminutives in 65; derivatives in ace; as, pfogacc, a

kingdom', and abstract substantives, except those in op;
as, gile, whiteness; and in most cases those nouns in

which the last vowel is slender.

Neilson says there are in Irish six cases : the Nomi-

native, Genitive, Dative, Accusative, Vocative, and Ab-
lative: in form these may be reduced to four.* The

Nominative, Genitive, Prepositional case\ (which in-

cludes the cases usually called the Dative and Ablative,
for these are both formed by prepositions), and the Voca-
tive. This arrangement will serve to simplify the nouns
and adjectives very much. Under the nominative form
we include the relations of the nominative and accusa-

tive; under the prepositional, as we said before, the da-

tive and ablative. J
The only thing then necessary to be said about the

cases is, that in the termination, the nominative and vo-

cative feminine are always alike, and the genitive and vo-

cative masculine.

There are five declensions of nouns in Irish, which
follow.

2. FIRST DECLENSION MASCULINES.

The genitive is formed from the nominative by add-

ing a slender vowel to the broad one in the termination,

or by changing the broad vowel or diphthong of the

noun into a slender one.

* There seems no just ground to conclude, with O'Donovan, that

there is but one case different from the nominative, in whatever sense

we understand the word "case."

f This is the name given by O'Donovan in speaking of the cases,

but throughout the rest of his Grammar he calls it the Dative.

J We cannot be blamed any more for this than Lindley Murray,
who reduces the cases of the English to three, nominative, genitive,
and objective, and still farther, to the nominative and genitive.

Neilson makes only four, and Connellan six. We have followed

O'Donovan in making five.
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In the plural the nominative is like the genitive sin-

gular, and the genitive like the nominative singular.
The prepositional case ends in the plural in ib

; this is

invariable throughout all the declensions.

The vocative case plural is formed by adding a to the
nominative singular.

Singular.

Norn. ball.

Gen. baill.

Prep, bo ball.*
Voc. a baill. f

In like manner decline

Singular.

Doll, a blind man.

i, Gen. pip, a man.

Plural.

Nom. baill.

Gen. ball.

Prep, boballaib.
Voc. a balla.

Plural.

Capdn, a path.

S6ldr>, comfort.

mac, a son. bpomac, a colt.

Some nouns of this declension form the nominative

plural by adding ca to the singular; as, peol, peolea.

Many nouns ending in ac form the nominative plural

by adding e to genitive singular; c in declension be-

comes 5; as, ualac
;

Gen. Sing, ualaig ; Norn. PI.

ualaige.
" When the nominative plural has a different form

from the genitive singular, the dative plural of regular
nouns is, without exception, formed from it in this and
all the other declensions; as, T^ectl, p^alca; Dat. PI.

0' Donovan.

3. SECOND DECLENSION.

The nouns of this declension are generally feminine.

* The aspiration of the b does not depend upon whether the case

be what was classed dative or ablative, but on the preposition used in

either case.

t Q or o is always prefixed to the vocative. It aspirates the

initial mutable.
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The genitive singular has a slender increase. This
causes an attenuation of the preceding syllable, if it be
not slender already ; according to the rule caol le

caol, ic.

The prepositional case is formed from the genitive by
dropping the increase.

The nominative plural has an increase regulated by
the rule, caol le caol, ~\c.

Singular,

Nom. cop.
Gen. coipe.

Prep, bo coif.
Voc. a coip.*

In like manner decline-

Gpiobloib, trouble.

P50165, a farmer.

Plural.

Nom. copa.
Gen. cop.

Prep, bo copaio.
Voc. a copa.

cpoc, a cross.

cloc, a stone.

Some nouns, the vowel of whose termination is slen-

der, form the plural either by adding a slender termina-

tion, or eafia; as, luib, an herb; PI. luibe, orluibearia:
Ai but the latter form," says O'Donovan,

" which is like

the Saxon termination en (as in oxen, women}, is more

general, and better than the former because more dis-

tinct and forcible." Irish Grammar, p. 91.

In Munster they sometimes use a compound termina-

tion; as, luibe, luibeaiiaca.

If the nominative plural be formed by adding ce to

the singular, as sometimes happens, the genitive plural
is formed from it by adding a&; as, coill, a wood; Nom.
PI. coillee; Gen. PL coillcea6.

4 THIRD DECLENSION.

The nouns of this declension are of both the mascu-
line and feminine gender.
The genitive singular has a broad increase.

* Some grammarians give this, a cop, but the vocative of nouns

having a broad vowel in the termination of the nominative is geuerally
attenuated.
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The prepositional case ends like the nominative in

the singular number.
The nominative plural takes a slender increase, i6e

and ce, and a broad increase in a, ana, and oca.

Plural.Singular.

Nom. pigeaboip. Nom.
Gen. pigeabopa. Gen. pigeaboip.
Prep, b'piseaboip. Prep, b'pigeaboipib.
Voc. a pifteaboip. Voc. a pigeaboipioe.

Carefully observing the rule cool le caol, ic, de-

cline

meallc6ip, a deceiver.

mom, a bog.

liop, a rath.

pldnuineoip, a saviour.

pi Of, knowledge.

peoil, flesh.

Also, acaip, a father; Gen. acapa; Nom. PI. aicpe,
or aicpeaca ; bpdcaip, a brother; and mdcaip, a mother;

also, cuit>; Gen. cot>a, apart.
Those nouns in which the nominative plural ends in

ce form the genitive by adding 06: moin; Gen. PJ.

moinceafr.

5. FOURTH DECLENSION.

The fourth declension comprises nouns of both gen-
ders which have no change in the singular number.
Most nouns ending in vowels, and generally those in

f, f&, and fn, are of this declension.

The nominative plural is generally formed by adding
i&e, ce, and ce, to nominative singular.
The genitive plural is formed by adding & or a6 to no-

minative singular, and sometimes to nominative plural.

Singular. Plural.

Nom. pdine.
Gen. pdine.
Prep, b'pdine.
Voc. a

Nom. pdimoe.
Gen. pdifieao.

Prep, b'pdnlib.
Voc. a paifhoe.

t)uine, a person, makes baoine; aicne makes air

eanca in the nominative plural.
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6. FIFTH DECLENSION.*

This declension is of both genders.
The genitive singular is formed by adding n or !i.

The prepositional case is formed by attenuating the

termination of the genitive singular.
The nominative plural is generally formed by adding

a to the genitive singular. Some nouns of this declen-

sion form their plurals irregularly, but they will be

learned by practice, or from the Dictionary.

Singular.

Nom. c6rhappa.
Gen. cornanpan.
Prep, bo coriiappain.
Voc. a corhappa.

Plural.

Norn, corhappana.
Gen. corhappa.
Prep, bo corhappanaio.
Voc. a 66rhappana.

7. IRREGULAR NOUNS.

Oia, God; Id, a day ; bean, a woman ; bo, a cow;
mf, a month; caopa, a sheep; cyio, a hovel; bpTj, or bnoiTi,
a womb; ceo, a fog; crie", clay, are quite irregular, and
are declined as follows:

Oia, m., God.

Singular.

Norn. t)ia.

Gen. t>6..

Prep. bo.Dia. .

Voc, a 06, ortMa.

Plural.

Nom. t)e"e, or

Gen. Dia,.or

Prep. bo. 6eib, or t)e"icib.

Voc. a t)6e, or t)6ice.

* Connellan makes a sixth declension of those which end in ac
;

as, cacaip, a city.
"

If," he says,
" the characteristic vowel be

slender, it will be omitted in the genitive, but will be retained in the

dative
;
if broad, the dative will take a small inflexion. The vocative

is like the nominative
;
the genitive plural is generally like the geni-

tive singular in form." Irish Grammar, p. 25. This declension,

however, is unnecessary.
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Xom. Id.

La, wi., a day.

Gen. lae.

Prep. bo Id, or 16.

Voc. a Id, or lae.

Nora, laece, or Idice, and
I ciocan ca.

Gen. laeceao, or Id.

Prep, bo laecib, or Idieib.

Yoc. a laece, or Idice.

bean,/, a woman.

Xom. bean.
Gen. mud.
Prep. bo rrmaoi
Voc. a bean.

Norn. mnd.
Gen. ban.

Prep. bo rhndib.

Voc. a mnd.

Norn. b6.

Gen. bo.

Prep, bo bum.
Voc. a bo.

bo,/, a cow.

Xom. bd, or bac.
Gen. bo.

Prep, bo buaib.
Voc. a bd.

TUT,/, a month.

Xom. mf.
Gen. mfopa, mfp.
Prep, bo mfp, mf.
Voc. a mf.

Norn, mfopa.
Gen. mfop .

Prep, a mfopaib.
Voc. a mfopa.

Caopa, /, a sheep.

Norn, caopa.
Gen. caonac.

Prep, bo caopa.
Voc. a caopa.

. caoipi<5.
Gen. caopac.
Prep, bo caopcaib
Voc. a caopca.

Cpo, m., a hut.

Singular.

Xom. cp6.
Gen. cpaoi-
Prep, bo cpo.
VM . a cpo.

Plural.

Xom. cpaoice, and cpoire.
Gen. cpo.
Prep, bo cpaoicib, &6p6icib.
Voc. a cpaoice, & cpoice.
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bpu,/, the womb.

Nom. bptj.
Gen. bpuine, or bpon.
Prep, bo bpoifi.
Voc. a bpu.

Nom. bpona.
Gen. bpoTi.

Prep, bpofiaib.
Voc. a bpofia.

Ceo, a fog, makes ceoig, and ciac in the genitive

singular.

Cp6, /, clay, in the singular is declined thus:

Nom. cpe".
Gen. cpiao.
Prep. t)0 cp6.
Voc. a cp6.

It would be well for the learner to practise himself in

affixing the article to nouns, and to go through several

nouns thus. The changes and eclipses which are caused

by the article have been given in Chap. i. We give a

few nouns here illustrative of each rule:

QT1 COCaip, the father.
an ceapbog, the bishop.
an 615, the virgin.

an eala, the swan.

an 5"eu 5i the branch.

an pa^apc, the priest.

an piofiac, the fox.
an camseal, the angel.

an capal, the ass.

an peap, the man.
an mac, the son.

an bean, the woman.
an pliab, the mountain.

an cpuil, the eye.

an cplac, the rod.

CHAPTER III.

THE ADJECTIVE.

THERE are four declensions of adjectives.

1. THE FIRST DECLENSION.

The first declension consists of adjectives ending in

consonants having the vowel of the last syllable broad.
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In the masculine the inflexions are the same as those

of the first declension of nouns, except that the nomina-

tive plural ends in a.

In the feminine the inflexions are the same as those

of the second declension of nouns.

Caol, slender.

Singular.

MASC. FEM.

Nom. caol. caol.

Gen. caoil. caoile.

Prep. caol. caoil.

Voc. caoil. caol.
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3. THIRD DECLENSION.

Adjectives ending in arhuil belong to this declension.

The genitive singular, and nominative, vocative, and

prepositional cases plural, are syncopated, and take a

broad increase in a.

Jeanariiuil,

Singular.

MASC. AND FEM.

Norn. Q-eanarhuil.
Gen. secmarhla.
Prep, gecmcniiuil.
Voc. geanarhuil.

Plural

MASC. AND FEM.
Norn, geanarhla.
Gen. geanaitmil.
Prep. 5canamla.

Voc. geanarhla

In like manner decline peopcutiuil, manly; bana-

iliuil, womanly. This termination, arhuil, seems to

mean like to, cognate, perhaps, to the Latin SIMIL-IS;

thus, peaparhuil, liketoaman, manly; geanaThuil, like

to ^ean, grace, i. e. lovely.

4 FOURTH DECLENSION.

This declension consists of adjectives ending in vowels :

they are alike in all cases, genders and numbers.*

Qort>a, aged.

Singular.

MASC. AND FEM.
Nom. aopba.
Gen. aopba.
Prep, aopba.
Voc. aopba.

Plural.

MASC. AND FEM.
Nom. aorba.
Gen. aopba.
Prep, aopba.
Voc. aopba.

* "The only exception in the modern language is the word reic.
hot ; which makes ceo in the plural. In the ancient language ex-

ceptions to this rule may be met with
; as, beo, living ; Gen. Sing.

bl ;
as in mac b6 bf, son of the living God" O'Donovan's Irish

Grammar, p. 113, n. " In the plural it makes beoa, or beooa."
Connellan. Ceic, however, is no exception as it is an irregular ad-

jective, and does not end in a vowel.
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5. ADJECTIVES DECLINED WITH NOUNS.

Adjectives beginning with mutable consonants are

aspirated in the nominative singular feminine, in the

genitive singular masculine, in the vocative case singular
of both genders, and in the plural in the nominative

masculine if the noun ends in a consonant, and the pre-

positional masculine.*

Gn peap seal, the ivhite man.

Singular.

Nom. an peap seal.
Gen. an pip fill.

Prep, bon peap geal.
Voc- a pip gil.

Plural.

Nom. na pip geala.
Gen. na bpeap
Prep, bona peapaib geala.
Voc. a peapa geata.

Gn bean eal, the white woman.

Singular.

Nom. an bean $eal.
Gen. na mud gile.

Prep, bon Thnaoi 51!.

Voc. a bean geal.

Plural.

Nom. na innd
Gen. na mban
Prep, bona mndib
Voc. a rhnd geala.

After this manner the learner might exercise himself

in the following, given by Neilson in his Irish Gram-
mar:

MA8C.

an la puap, the cold day.

an cpaH TTl6p, the great tree.

FEM.

an rhaibin puap, the cold

morning.
an cloc rhop, the great stone.

"
Consonants," as O'Donovan remarks,

" are aspirated
in the plural merely for the sake of euphony, and not

to distinguish the gender; for whenever the noun to

which the adjective belongs terminates in a vowel, the

*
It is not easy to lay down any general rule about the prepositional

case singular, as the influence upon the noun or adjective depends

upon the preposition employed.
C
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initial consonant of the adjective retains its natural

sound
; as, ceolca bine, sweet melodies.''

1

6. THE DEGREES OF COMPARISON.

In Irish there are three degrees of comparison, the

Positive, Comparative, and Superlative.
In both the comparative and superlative the form of

the adjective is the same, and they are distinguished
from one another only by the particle affixed, or the

context.

The comparative is formed by putting nfop, more,
before the genitive singular feminine of the positive, and
the superlative by putting ip, or ap, most, before the

same; as, seal, white; nfop ^ile, whiter; ap ^ile, whitest.*

The postfix be is entitled to be considered a degree of

comparison in an important sense, for, though it means
a of it," literally, the analysis of its meaning does not

gainsay its use as a comparative, for it really compares
a person or thing with its former self, and denotes a

change, or an intensity of the quality expressed by the

simple adjective.

7. IRREGULAR ADJECTIVES.

The following adjectives are irregular in their com-

parison, that is, they form their comparatives, and some
their superlatives, from adjectives now obsolete:

Positive. Comparative. Superlative.

little. nfop lujja ap luga
paba, long. nfop paibe, nfop pia. ap pia.

sy. nfop upa, pupa. ap upa.

near. nfop poispe, poipse. ip poigpe.
near. nfop soipe, gaipe.

* The Irish language admits of what may be called a superlative

of eminence by prefixing the particles po, pdp, 6p, an, tip,
to the

adjective, which may generally be translated by our English word

very, sometimes by much, too. If the adjective in this case begin with

a mutable consonant, it is aspirated.
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Positive.

Sedpp, short.

moic, good.

mime, often.

mop, great.

olc, bad.

ceic, hot.

Comparative.

nfop sioppa.
nfop pedpp.
nfop mionca.

nfop mo.

nfop meapa.
nfop ceo.

Superlative.

ap pedpp.

ap mo.

ap meapa.
ap ceo.

8. NUMERAL ADJECTIVES.

There is little to be said about the numerals, except
to give a mere list of them. The learner will find it very

important to be acquainted with these forms. Observe,

however, that t>6, two, and ceacaip, are never used with

the noun, as they express the numbers in the abstract.

VALUE. CARDINAL, One, ETC.

1. aon.
2. bd

;
abstract form, b6.

3. cpT.
4. cei cp e ; abstract, ceafcaip .

5. cui5.
6. pe.
7. peace.
8. occ.

9. naoi.

10. beic.

11. aon-bSag.
12. bo-beas-
13. c

ORDINAL, first, ETC.

c6ab.

bap a.

cpeap and cpfrheao.
ceacpamab.

20. pice, piece.
21. aon a'p pice, or aon ap p.

30. beic ap picib, cpiocab.

40. bd picib.
50. caosab, 00050, beic a'p

bd picib.
60. cpt picib.
70. beic ip cpf picib.
80. ceicpe picib, occmosab.

90. nocab, beio ip ceicpe
picib.

100. ceub and c6ab.
1000. mUe.

1,000,000. million.

c 2

peipeab and p6irheab.
peacemab.
ocerhab.
naorhab.
beicrheao.
aonmab
bap a
cpfrheab bea<5, or cpeup
beag.

piceab, picceab.
aonmab ap picib.

cprocabab,.or beicmeab
071 piecib.

bd picibeab.
beicmeab ap bd picib.

cpi picibeab.
beicmeab ap epf picib.

ceicpe picibeab, or occ-

beicrheab ap ceicpe
picib, or nocabab.

ceubab and ceabab.
mtleab.
milliunab.
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All the following nouns, except the first, are formed
from the cardinals:

ftfp. or beipc, two persons

cpiup, three persons.

oeacpap, four persons.

fae persons.

peipeap, six persons.

peaccap, and moppeipeap,
seven persons.

OCGap, eight persons.

naonbap, nine persons,

beiCTieabap, ten persons.

Though, as O'Donovan remarks, it is evident, pear,
a man, enters into the composition of the most of these,

this idea, as he states, has been long forgotten, and we
could apply them to women as well as men. From this

observation of O'Donovan's we must except t>fp and

beipc, which, not being compounded with peap, gene-

rally require their proper substantives in the genitive

plural.

CHAPTER IV.

THE PRONOUN.

There are six kinds of Pronouns, viz Personal, Pos-

sessive, Relative, Demonstrative, Interrogative, and

Indefinite. The compound pronouns cannot be consi-

dered as a separate class, as they are merely personal

pronouns with prepositions.

1. PERSONAL PRONOUNS.

There are four personal pronouns: m6, /; cu, thou-

p6, he; and pf, she; which, when used emphatically, take

an additional syllable, called the "
emphatic increase."

We give here the two forms, simple and emphatic. It

will be observed that the genitive case admits of no em-

phatic increase.

FIRST PERSON. TT16, /.

Simple. Emphatic.

Nom. mipe.
(jen. mo.

Prep, baiti. Prep, bcntipa.
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Plural.

Norn, pin, in.*

Gen. dp.

Prep, btjifi.

EMPHATIC.

Nom. pine.

Prep. btiine.

SECOND PERSON. Ctj, thou.

Singular.

SIMPLE.

Nom. ctJ, eu.

Gen. bo.

Prep. buic.
Voc. cu.

Nom. pib, ib.

Gen. bup.
Prep, baoib, bfb.

Voc. pib.

Plural.

EMPHATIC.

Nom. cupa.

Prep, btncpe.
Voc. cupa.

EMPHATIC.

Nom. pibpe.

Prep, baoibpe.
Voc. pibpe.

THIRD PERSON MASCULINE. 86, he.

Singular.

EMPHATIC.

Nom. pepean, epean.

Prep, bopan.

SIMPLE.

Nom. pe, 6.

Gen. a.

Prep. bo.

THIRD PERSON FEMININE. Sf, she.

Singular.

EMPHATIC.

Nom. pipe, ipe.

SIMPLE.

Nom. pf, f.

Gen. a.

Prep. bi. Prep, bipe.f

*
Sin, pib, pe, pf are the forms generally used for the nominative,

and e, f, for the accusative
;
the forms in, ib are nearly now in disus<-.

t Oipm is a form used when contempt is intended.
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THIRD PERSON PLURAL COMMON GENDER. Smt>, they.

SIMPLE.

Nora, piab, mb.
Gen. a.

Prep. boio.*

EMPHATIC.

Nom. piabfom, labr-cm.

Prep. b6ibpecm.

It will be observed that the emphatic increase is

always put according to the rule caol le caol, ~]C.
It

is this that causes the increase after Tin 6 to be written

pe; as, mipe; the increase after cu, not re, as that would
violate the rule, but pa, as cupa; also pan to be writ-

ten pecm, &c. Attention must be paid to this rule

throughout.

pe"in, self, is often affixed to the personal pronouns;
as, in6p6m, myself, &c.

2. POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS.

The possessive pronouns are the same in form as the

genitives of the personal pronouns, though not to be
confounded with them; they are, mo, my ; t>o, thy ; a,

his, or hers; dp, ours; blip, yours; and a, theirs.

The possessives mo, t)O, and bup take the emphatic
increase pa, or pe; dp takes no or ne; and a pan, or

pean, according to the rule caol le caol, "}C. ;
but the

increase is always postfixed to the noun qualified by the

possessives, or if that noun has an adjective to the ad-

jective.

The following are the combinations of the possessives
with prepositions:

1. With t>o, to.

Singular. Plural.

bom, to my.
bob, to thy.

bd, to his, to her.

bdp, to our.

bd, to their.

* The other prepositions, as well as bo, might be exhibited as in-

stances of prepositional cases of pronouns: but these combinations

will be found in S 7.
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2. With le, with.

Singular.

lem, with my.
let), with thy.

3. With an, iw.

Singular.

am, in my.

Plural.

'ndp, iw owr.

ab, ac,

na, in his or for. na, tn

4. ITflA 6, /row.

Singular.

6m, from my.
6t), /ro/n Ay.

6na,/rom Jus or her.

Plural

6na,/rom their.

3. RELATIVE PRONOUNS.

Q, who, which, or what; noc, wAo, which; ndc,

fio#; t)d, sometimes t<?Ao, which, sometimes of which, of

what; c6 b6, who ever; are the relative pronouns in

Irish.

Neilson says:
" The simple and original relative is a,

who, which, for which t>o, or noc, is often used in writ-

ing . . . c6 b is a contraction for cm, ce, or ci, who;
ba, were, and , or f, he, she, or it. But in all these ex-

pressions the relative a, who or which, is either ex-

pressed or understood."

4. INTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS.

The interrogatives are cm or ce, fern., cf, who Latin,

quis; plural, cicib, who, what; cat), cneub, 5Ot>6, what;
cd, 50, what or where.

" 5 k6> as ^ is commonly written and pronounced,
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may be only an abbreviation for 51110 (Latin, quid} e"?

what is it?" Neilson.

5. DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS.

The demonstrative pronouns are: po, this, these; pin,

that, those; put), or ut>, yonder. They are all indeclinable.
" When po follows a word whose last vowel is slender,

it is written pi, orpe, and sometimes peo; as, nah-aim-

pipe pi, of this time;* and pin, when it follows a word
whose last vowel is broad, is written pan or pom
[pean ?]." O"

1Donovan. These changes are to accord

with the rule caol le caol, -]c.
" Sut) is generally used with personal pronouns, and

uo with nouns." Connellan.

6. INDEFINITE PRONOUNS.

These are: 6iJ5in, some; ^ibe" or cib6,f whoever; aon,

any; eile, other; a ceile, each other; gac, every, each;

306 uile, every; cdc, any other; neac, any one ; ceac-

cap, or neaccap, either ; an ce", the person who ; uile,

all. Cdc makes cdic in the genitive singular; the rest

are indeclinable.

7. PRONOUNS COMPOUNDED WITH PREPOSITIONS.

We have before given the combinations of the posses-
sive pronouns with various prepositions ; the personal
are likewise compounded; and as these combinations

occur frequently, they ought to be committed carefully
to memory. These are, in fact, the personal pronouns
in the prepositional case. There are fifteen of these

combinations now in general use.

*
Keating's Hist,, page 2.

f Spelled also 516 b'e", cfa b'e, evidently for 510 or cid bao 6
016 b'6 is whatever.
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1. With 05, at or with.

Singular. i Plural.

1, with me.

O5Ob, or 0505, with thee.

age, with him.

aid, with her.

0513111, ivith us.

dftiJib, urif/i you.

GOG, w;iYA them.

2. With ap, oJ o/.

Singular.

Ofam, ow o/me.
apab, or apao, OM of thee.

op, owf of him.

aipbe, aipci, OM^ of her.

3.

Singular.

op 171, on me.

opc, on thee.

Olp, on him.

lllppe, Ulpci, on her.

Plural.

opuiii, out of us.

apuib, out ofyon.
apca, apba, out of them.

ap,

Plural.

oppuiil, on us.

oppuib, on you.

opca, or oppa, on them.

4. With cum, towards, to.

Singular.

61150111, unto me.

CU5Gb, ctigac, unto thee.

CUl 56, tmfo him.

Ct5ice, unto her.

Plural.

61150111, unto us.

CU5Olb, unto you.
cuca and CUCO, unto them.

5. With be, from, off.

Singular.

bfOTn f|/roni me.

bfoc./rom thee.

"be, from him.

t)l, from her.

Plural.

bf fi
, from vs.

bfb, from you.

bfob, from them.

6. With bo, to.

Singular.

borii, and bom, to me.

b6, to him.

bl, o Aer.

Plural.

btJin, <o ?<*.

booib, bfb,

boib, ^o them.
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7. With eibip, or itnp, between.

Plural.

i,
between us.

eabpuib, between you.

eacoppa, and eacopca, between them.

8.

Singular.

pa, or po, under.

Plural.

ptJTn,

ptib, ptJC, under thee.

paoi , and p6, wwcfer him.

ptJice, ptJici, under her.

ptJlii, under us.

puib, under you.

,
wwcfer ^/iem.

9. With an, m.

Singular.

ionam, in me.

lofiat), TOfiac, in thee.

afi, in him.

irice, inci, i Aer.

Plural.

lofiaifi, in us.

lofiail:), in you.

lofica, in them.

10. With im, or um, wpon or about.

Singular.

umam, about me.

umat), umac, about thee.

UlTTie, about him.

uimpe, uirnpi, about her.

Plural.

umaifi, about us.

umaib, about you.

umpa, about them.

11. With le, or pe, with.

Singular.

liom, piom, with me.

leac, pioc, with thee.

leip, pip, with him.

16, 16ite, pi a, iiA Ae

12.

Singular.

\, from me.

J om thee.

UQO, from him.

uaite,

Plural.

liri, pin, tciVA ws.

lib, pib, ?j'A yo?^.

leo, piu, with them.

o, or ua, from.
Plural.

uaifi, from us.

\}w).from you.

uaca, from them,
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13. With poirh, before.

Singular. Plural.

p6Tham, before me.

pom at), porn a r, before thee.

poirhe, before him.

porham, before vs.

porhairj, before you.

pompa, before them.

poirnpe, poimpi, before her.

14. With cap, beyond.

Singular.

COpm, over me.

cope, cop at), over thee.

caipip, over him.

Plural

coppaifi, over us.

coppaib, over you.

cdppa, cdppca, over them.

cdlppe, cdlppl, over her.

15. With ep6, through.

Singular. Plural.

cpfom, through me.

cpfoc, through thee.

cpft), through him.

cpfce, cplci, through her.

cpm, through us.

cpfb, through you.

cpfoca, through them.

The emphatic increases for these compounds are, in

the singular, pa for the first and second person, peon
for the third person. In the plural, ne, ni, for the first

person; pa, pe, for the second person; and pan, pean,
for the third person.

Observe all through the rule cool le cool, -|C.

CHAPTEE V.

THE VERB.

1 OF THE VERB GENERALLY.

To verbs belong Voices, Moods, Tenses, Numbers,
and Persons.

In Irish there are three kinds of verbs: Active, Pas-

sive, and Neuter.

There are five variations of the verb as to signifies-
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tion : the Indicative, Imperative, Conditional, and In-

finitive moods, and the Participle.*
There are five variations of the verb as to time: the

Present, the Consuetudinal Present, the Past, the Con-
suetudinal Past, and the Future.

The root of the verb is the second person singular im-

perative active, from which all the other parts of the verb
are formed by affixing certain terminations. Changes
also take place in the beginning, but they are generally

euphonic, and caused by certain particles prefixed,
which serve to mark out some of the moods and tenses,
and are sometimes not expressed, but understood.

The persons of the verb are formed in two different

ways, analytically and synthetically. The analytic mode
is the simplest; it expresses the various persons by the

third person singular of the verb and the personal pro-
nouns. The synthetic, which is the mode generally
used in the ancient language, expresses the persons by
terminational endings. Thus, in the analytic mode the

verb is the same throughout, the different pronouns
marking the various persons and the number. In the

synthetic the verb has distinct terminations for each

* What O'Donovan calls the Siibjunctive Mood does not appear
entitled to be called a mood in the Irish language. The influence of

the particle?, after which he states that mood follows, is no more en-

titled to that distinction than that of several other particles which
will be found in 3

;
and which it will be more simple for the learner

to consult at one view. Mood is a variation of the verb as to signi-

fication, and there appears no good reason why the phrase he is, &c.,

should be in the indicative, and the phrases he is not, is he ? that he

is, &c., should be in the subjunctive mood, according to the theory,
which in these instances would make mood to consist in the influ-

ence of certain particles upon initials, while in regular verbs a sub-

junctive mood is not allowed, even when the same initial changes
take place. This theory requires that defective or irregular verbs

have a mood which the regular verbs want, though in many in-

stances given, the forms and signification of the regular and irregular
verbs are exactly the same

;
and lastly, it is more simple to give the

very few forms which are peculiar in their proper place, as there is

nothing in the signification even of these few to make it necessary to

perplex the learner by making a separate mood.
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person except the third person singular. Thus the

analytic form of the present indicative of t)t is

Singular.

cd m6, I am.

Cd CU, thou art.

cd f6, he is.

But the synthetic

cdim, lam.

Cdip, thou art.

cd f6, Ae j's.

Plural.

Cd rifi, we are.

cd fib, 3/ow are.

cd fiab, Aey are.

cdmaoib, we are.

cdcaoi, you are.

edit), they are.

The analytic is generally used in asking a question ;

e. g. an labpom ctj J001^ 1^6 ? D y u speak Irish?

But in answering, the synthetic; thus, the answer to the

above would be, labpmm, I speak. "Should the answer
be a continued subject, then either form may be used.

The pronoun should never be used separately after the

synthetic form, as it is only a repetition of the pronoun;
as, beanpctit) pi at), they, they will do" Connellan.

In English the analytic is the form used; in Latin

the synthetic:
I love, amo. We love, amamus.
Thou lovest, amas. You love, amatis.

He loves, amat. They love, amant.

But even in the English language there are evident

traces of a synthetic form: thus, thou lovest ; he loves;
where st and s are evidently traces of terminational

endings.
" Each of the tenses has a relative form ending in ap,

eap, or lop in the present and future tenses of the in-

dicative mood in the modern language . . . but in all

the other tenses it is like the form for the third person

singular; as, a ceileap, who conceals; a ceilpeap, who
will conceal; a ceil, who concealed; a ceileab, who used

to conceal." O'Donovan's Irish Grammar.
In affixing terminations to the verb, the rule cool le

cool a^up leacan le leacan must be constantly kept
in mind.

The terminational endings of the verb are given in

the following Table.
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2. FORMATION OF MOODS AND TENSES.

A. ACTIVE VOICE.

The root is the second person singular imperative
active; as, bum I, strike.

The Present is formed by adding mi, and the other

personal endings, as given in the preceding Table, to the

root; as, bucnlirn, I strike.

The Consuetudinal Present (Englished by "habitually
do;" as, buonlecm me, I habitually strike) is formed by
adding cm to the root. This tense has no synthetic
form.

The Past Tense is formed by adding ap to the root,

and prefixing bo, which always aspirates the initial mu-
table in the active, but makes no change in the passive
voice.

The Consuetudinal Past is formed by adding in and
the other terminations to the root

; as, buail, bo buailifi.

The Future is formed by adding pat), and the other

terminations given to the root; as, buail, buailpeab.
Verbs of more than two syllables ending in igim in the

first person singular present indicative active make the

future in ocab, or oab; as, poillpigirn, poillpeocab,
and poillpeogab, to reveal.

The Conditional Mood is formed by adding piri to the

root and the various terminations given in the Table
for the persons; as, buail, buailpin.
The Infinitive is formed (1) by adding a& to the root

and prefixing Do, which generally aspirates the initial

mutable: this is the most usual mode, but it is (2)
sometimes like the imperative; as, pspiop, infinitive,

bo Po~piop, t destroy. (3.) Some drop a slender vowel;
as, cuip, infinitive, bo cup, to place. (4.) Those in ui$
form their infinitive by adding the usual termination

a&, only dropping the i ; as, beanuig, infinitive, bo
beafiua6, to bless. Those in 15 form it in the usual

mode, only inserting a broad vowel after the 1, gene-

rally u
; as, poillpig, infinitive, b'poillpiua6, to shew.
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These changes, it should be borne in mind, are only

euphonic, arising from that oft-repeated rule caol
le caol, ic. (5.) Some add c to the root, but O'Do-
novan says these have a second form; aaip, infinitive,

b'agaipc, or a^pad, to reprove. (6.) Some add arhuin
;

as, cpeit), infinitive, t>o cpeit>ecntiuin, to believe. (7.)
Some add dil; as, abriiuig,* infinitive t)'at)rhchl, to

confess. O'Donovan says: "In all verbal nouns bor-

rowed from the English this termination is used in the

corrupt modern Irish; as, bo^dil, to box; cicdil, to kick;

polldil, to roll; prnubdil, to smooth," &c. (8.) Others,
aril

;
as be"an, infinitive, bo 66anarh, to do. (9) Others,

again, act); as, e"ipb, infinitive, b'eipbeacb, to listen.

(10.) Some few end in pin; as, peic, b'peicpin, to see.

And lastly, some are so irregular that they can be re-

duced to no rule; as, iapp, b'iappai6, to ask; lao&,

infinitive, bo glaooac. These last must be learnt by
practice, or by consulting the Dictionary.
The Participles are formed from the root in the same

way as the infinitive, but require certain particles pre-

ceding ; for the present, a or 05, for the past, lap,
which eclipses the initial mutable, and ap cf, or le for

the future. These are frequently used substantively.

B PASSIVE VOICE.

In the Passive Voice the analytic mode of forming
the persons prevails; there is, therefore, only one ter-

minational ending to be learned for each tense.

The Imperative is formed by adding cap to the root.

It has a first person singular.
The present indicative is formed by adding the same

terminational ending.
There is no separate form for the Consuetudinal Pre-

sent.

* Tliis form is rare in verbs of this ending, ui : they generally
follow (4) in the formation of their infinitives.
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The Past is formed by adding 06, and prefixing t>o,

which in this voice makes no change in the initial mu-
table.

The Consuetudinal Past is formed by adding caoi or

rf : when the particle bo is prefixed, it does not affect

the initial letter.

The Future is formed by adding ap or pap to the

imperative active.

The Conditional Mood is formed by adding pi6e to

the root.

The Infinitive is formed by prefixing the infinitive of

the verb to be to the passive participle; as, bo beic

buailce, to be struck.

The Participle is formed by adding ca or ce.

The Passive voice may also be formed, as in English,

by the various parts of the verb to be, and the passive

participle; as, cd m6 buailce, or edim buailce, / am
stwclc.

3 ASPIRATIONS AND ECLIPSES.

In order to account for the various changes in the

initials of the verb, we shall here give a list of such

particles as aspirate and eclipse.

A. THOSE THAT ASPIRATE.

1. Qp, whether? (compounded of an, whether, and po,

sign of the past tense). It is only prefixed to the past
tense.

2. Do and po signs of the past tense.

3. 5u Pi tfiat (compounded of 50, that; and po, sign
of the past). It is never used except with the past
tense. O'Donovan states an exception

" in its union
with the assertive verb ip or ab; as, upab 6, that it is

he;" but this may be analyzed 50 po ba& 6, and there-

fore be no exception at all.

4. Tlld, if; prefixed to the indicative mood.
5. TTlap, as, like as.

6. "Ndcap, which not (compounded of ndc, that not,
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and po, sign of the past); prefixed to the past. It is

generally contracted into nap.
7. Nf, not; prefixed to the present and future.

8. "Nfop, not (compounded ofnf, the preceding par-

ticle, and po) ; prefixed to the past

B. THOSE THAT ECLIPSE.

1. On, whether?

2. 50, that,

3. t)d, if; prefixed to the past tense, and also sign of

the Conditional Mood.
4. lap, after; only prefixed to the past participle.
5. TTlap a, where, in which; as, map a n-btiaaipt:,

where he said.

6. ITluna, unless.

7. TMc, which not. In the past tense this is com-

pounded with po, and becomes ndp, ndcap; it then

aspirates, the aspiration arising, not from ndc, but po.
Vid. A, 6.
" When the relative a, who, is preceded by a prepo-

sition expressed or understood, the initial consonant of

the verb which immediately follows it will be eclipsed, if

of the class which admits of eclipsis; and if the initial

of the verb be a vowel, it will have n prefixed ; as, 6 a

b-cdirug, from whom came ; 6 a n-efpiean, </r0m which

rises ; but if the particle po, or an abbreviation of it,

follows the relative a, then the initial consonant of the

verb immediately following it will be under the influ-

ence of this particle, and suffer aspiration instead of

eclipsis; as, Goaih op pdpamap, i.e. Goam 6 a po pd-
yarnap, Adamfrom whom we have sprung" 0''Donovan.

4. OF THE EEGULAR VERB.

The learner having made himself thoroughly ac-

quainted with the Table of Personal Endings, and the

rules for the formation of the various moods and tenses,

may now, without more assistance, proceed to the regu-
lar verb. We accordingly give a synoptical Table of

it here:
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CHAPTER VI.

OF THE IRREGULAR VERBS.

There are fourteen irregular* verbs, viz.: 1. t)f, the

substantive verb to be. 2. Ip or ap, the assertive verb

it is. 3. Qbaip, to say. 4. beip, to bear. 5. Cf&im, to

see. 6. Cluin, to hear. 1. Deem, to do. 8. Pa, to

find. 9- 5nfm, to do. 10. Ic, to eat. 11. Rig, to reach.

12. Cabaip, to give. 13. Cap, to come. 14. Cei6 or

c6, to #0.

1. THE SUBSTANTIVE VERB, bf, to be.

The conjugation of this verb is given opposite. Be-

sides cdim there is another usual form of the present
tense indicative, viz., acdim, acdip, &c.

The negative and interrogative form pabap may be

regarded as a contracted form for po bf&eap.

2. THE ASSERTIVE OR IMPERSONAL VERB ip OR ap, it if?.

This is the simplest verb in the language; it corre-

sponds with the logical copula, and therefore may fairly
be called, with O'Donovan, u

the assertive verb." For the

sake of euphony, it takes the short forms of the personal

pronouns 6, iat), &c.

The following is all that is used of this verb in the spo-
ken language:

Present, ip or ap, it is.

Past, bdO or bd, it was.

Future, buo, it will be.

The form ab occurs with the particles t>o, 50, ^up,
&c., in a past and present signification, and also with
evident propriety in some interrogatory sentences; as,

t>o'b alum an bean f, she was a beautiful woman ; t>ei-

*
Irregular verbs in the Irish language may more properly be

called merely defective verbs
;
some of whose tenses are not in use, but

are formed from obselete verbs. Their terminations are the same as

those of the regular verb.
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pirn upab 6, I say it w, or was, as the case may be;
ab 6 po an pear, is this the man?

3. Olbaiji, to say.

ACTIVE VOICE.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Singular.

abaip.
abpab

Plural.

abpamaoip, abpamaoib,
abpam.

abpaf&.
abpaibip.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

PRESENT TENSE.

Singular.

,
or abpaim.

beipip, or abpaip.
t>eip p

Plural.

teipTmf&, or abpamaoib.
abpam.

beipct&, or abpat6.
beipib, or abpam.

CONSUETUDINAL PRESENT.

beipeafi m6, cu, p6, -jc.

PAST TENSE.

Singular.

bubpap.
bubpaip.
bubaipc pe.

Plural

bubpamap.
bubpabap.
bubpabap.

CONSUETUDINAL PAST.

Singular.

beipiii.

beipced.
beipeab p6.

Singular.

beappab.
t)6appaip.

beappaiO

Plural.

beipimfp.
beipcfb.
beipibfp.

FUTURE.

Plural.

beappamaoib.
beappatb.
beappaib.
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CONDITIONAL MOOD.

Singular. Pural.

t>6appcnn.

O6appd.
pe.

t>6appamaoip.
t)6appaf&.

t)eappaibfp.

INFINITIVE MOOD.

bo pd6.

PARTICIPLE.

05 pd&.

PASSIVE VOICE.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

abapcap m6, ~]a

INDICATIVE MOOD.

PRESENT TENSE.

*jeipceap, or abapcap m6, ct3, TC.

PAST.

CONSUETUDINAL PAST.

t>eipct m6, ic.

FUTURE.

t)6appap m6, -\c.

i CONDITIONAL MOOD.

b6appaT6e rn6, "|C.

INFINITIVE.

bo beic pdi&ce.

PASSIVE PARTICIPLE.
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REMARKS.

The past tense, active voice, is not aspirated except
after nf, not; nor does it take the particles t>o or po be-

fore it, as past tenses generally do. O'Donovan sup-

poses it to be compounded of the particle at), and the

old verb beiymn, I say. It may be a contraction of t>o

beipeap, from beipim, into t>obpap, and that by an

easy change into bubpap.

4. beip, to bear.

ACTIVE VOICE.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Singular.

beip.
beipeao pe".

Plural.

berpimfp.
beipfo.

beipibfp.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

PRESENT TENSE.

Singular. Plural.

beipini.

beipip.
beipio p

beipimft).

beiptf6.
beipio.

CONSUETUDINAL PRESENT.

beipeafi m6, -]c.

PAST TENSE.

Singular. Plural.
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CONSUETUD1NAL PAST.

Singular.

beipifi.

beipced.
beipeaft p.

Plural.

beipimfp.
beiprf.

beipitrfp.

FUTURE TENSE.

Singular. Plural.

b6appat>.
b6appaip.

p.

b^appamaoib.
b6appat6.
beappait.

CONDITIONAL MOOD.

Singular. Plural.

bSappaifi. b^appamaoip.
b6app<5. b^appatb.
b6appa6 pe. b6appait>ip.

INFINITIVE MOOD.

t)o bpeit.

PARTICIPLE,

05 bpeic.

PASSIVE VOICE.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

beipteap m6, cu, -]c.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

PRESENT TENSE.

beipceap m6, "]c.

CONSUETUDINAL PRESENT.

beipcf m6, ctj, -]c.
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FUTURE TENSE.

beappap m6, cu, -\c.

CONDITIONAL MOOD.

b6appafoe me, "]c.

INFINITIVE MOOD.

t)o beic beipce.

PASSIVE PARTICIPLE.

beipce.

5. Ci&im, to see.

ACTIVE VOICE.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

PRESENT TENSE.

Singular.

cf&nn, or cTm.

6f6ip, or cfp.

,
or cf p

Plural

6f&inft), or cfmft).

cf&cf, or ctrf.

Cf&it), or cfb.

CONSUETUDINAL PRESENT.

6i6eafi m6 ctj c.

PAST TENSE.

Singular.

cofiapcap, concap.
cofiapcaip, coTicmp.
conaipc pe, conaic p6.

Plural.

concam ap, concam ap.

6oncabap, coficabap
concabap, coficabap.

CONSUETUDINAL PAST.

Singular.

cfoin.

cfbced.

cfbeab p6.

Plural.

ct&mfp.
cfbcfo.

cfbbfp.
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FUTURE TENSE.

Singular.

cmpeab.
cf&pip.

ci6pi& p6.

Plural

cfopimft).

cfopicfo.

cf&pib.

CONDITIONAL MOOD.

cfopifi, eloped, -|C.

PASSIVE VOICE.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

PRESENT TENSE.

cf&ceap, me", tt5, -jc.

PAST TENSE.

cofiapca&, or corica&, me", rti, -]c.

CONSUETUDINAL PAST.

FUTURE TENSE.

ci&peap m6, -jc.

CONDITIONAL MOOD.

6it>pi&e me, ic.

EEMARKS.

This verb wants the imperative and infinitive moods,
and participle active and passive, which are supplied by
paic, which ought not to be classed among the irregular

verbs, as it goes through all its moods and tenses regu-

larly ;
it is not unlikely that this whole verb was origi-

nally amapccnm, and in process of time the cmiap was

dropped and the verb contracted into cfm. O'Donovari

saysit is "pronounced cfm in the North, and in parts of

Meath, and is sometimes so written by local writers."

The past tense cofiaipc is evidently taken from

amapc, or beapc.
The present and future tenses of this verb have the

peculiarity of being aspirated like the past.
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6. Cluin, to hear.

This verb is regular, except in the past tense, and in

the infinitive mood, and participle.

PAST.

Singular.

CUdldlf.
cucilcno re".

Plural.

cualamap.
cualabap.
cualabap.

INFINITIVE MOOD.

bo, or a cloifcin.

PARTICIPLE.

05 cloircm.

7 D6cm, to do.

ACTIVE VOICE.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Plural.Singular.

be"cm.

b6cmao p6.
i b6anmbfp.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

PRESENT TENSE.

Singular. Plural.

b^anamaoip, b^anam aoib
and b6anam.

b6cmaim.
b6anain.
be"ancno r

b^aneamaoib.
b6ancaoi.
b6ancub.

CONSUETUDINAL PRESENT.

b6anafi m6, c.
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PAST TENSE.

Singular. Plural.

ftedpnap, and &6anap.
bedpriaip, and o6cmaip.
Oedpnaft, and o6cm p6.

bedpnamap, and 6anarnap.
bedpnabap, and becmabap.
bedpnabap, and b6anabap.

CONSUETUDINAL PAST.

Plural

&6anamaoip, and ftedpna-
maoip.

&6ancaoi.

Singular.

b6anain, and bedpnaifi.

beancd.

beanab, and &edprab p6.

FUTURE TENSE.

Singular. Plural

b^cmpab. b6anparnaoib.
b6anpaip. b6anpaf&.
b6anpaib p6. b6anpaib.

CONDITIONAL MOOD.

Singular. Plural

beanpamaoir.

b^anpaibtp.

INFINITIVE MOOD.

bo &6anarh, or bo &6anab.

PARTICIPLE.

us b6anam, or 05 b6ana&.

PASSIVE VOICE.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

t>6ancap m6, ic.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

PRESENT TENSE.

6, 615, "jc.
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PAST TENSE.

t)6anao, and t>edpnao m6,
*

FUTURE TENSE.

t>6cmpayi m6, ~\c.

CONDITIONAL MOOD.

S6cmpaioe rn6, ic.

INFINITIVE MOOD.

t>o beic b6anca.

PASSIVE PARTICIPLE.

t6anca.

8. Pag, to find.

ACTIVE VOICE.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Plural.
Singular.

or

pagaibfp.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

PRESENT TENSE.

Singular.

pagairn.

pa^cnp.

Plural.

pagcafft.

Or,

Singular.

fteibim.

jjeibip.

geib p.

Plural.
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PAST TENSE.

Singular.

puapap.
puapaip.
puaip p6.

Plural

puaparnap.
puapabap.
puapatmp.

CONSUETUDINAL PAST.

Singular. Plural.

eibifi. geibimfp.
geibced. geibrtft.

And,

paged

Singular. Plural.

p6.

FUTURE TENSE.

Singular. Plural.

or geobab.
,
or geobaiyi.

, or

56abai7iaoit), or jeobaTnaoit*.

56abcaf6, or

56abait), or

INTERROGATIVE AND NEGATIVE FUTURE.

Singular. Plural.

bpuigeamaoib.

bpuigeao p.

CONDITIONAL MOOD.

Singular.

or

geobab pe, "]c.

Plural

geobamaoip, orggabcmiaoip.
ic.

geobaibfp,

INFINITIVE MOOD.

PARTICIPLE.

05 pdgail.
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PASSIVE VOICE.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

pctsoap me, cti, -jo.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

PRESENT TENSE.

6, cti, ~[c.

PAST TENSE.

puapa&, or ppfc in6, ct5, -]C.

CONSUETUDINAL PAST.

m6, cu, -]c.

CONDITIONAL MOOD.

m6, -jc.

9._

ACTIVE VOICE.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

PRESENT TENSE.

Singular. Plural.

ftnfm. gntmtt).

gnfp. gnfcfft.
3. grift).

PAST TENSE.

Singular.

or pigneap.
, or

fO p6, or p 1511e p, and

piii p6.

Plural.

gnfo&map, or pigneamap.
gnto&bap, or pineabap.
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CONSUETUDINAL PAST.

Plural.

gnfomfp.
gnf&cf.

PASSIVE VOICE.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

PRESENT TENSE.

Sniceap me, qc.

CONSUETUDINAL PAST.

KEMARKS.

This verb wants the other tenses, or they are formed
from t>6aTi. Ri^neap in the past tense is evidently a

contraction of po, sign of the past, and

10. 16, to eat.

This verb is regular, except in the future tense and
Conditional Mood.

FUTURE.

Singular.

fofpat).
foppaip.

foppai&

Plural

foppamaoib.
foppaf&.

foppait).

CONDITIONAL MOOD.

Singular.

foppairi.

foppd.

ioppa&

Plural

foppannaoip.
Toppafo.

foppaiOfp.

INFINITIVE MOOD.
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REMARKS.

The regular Past is t)' iceap; there is, however, an
old form ouap, which may be contracted for b'iceap,

t)iceap, t>eap, t>uap; this is seldom used in the spoken

language, but is in the New Testament t>ucn& eut>

t>o cigepi puap m6 the zeal of thy house has eaten me

up John, ii. 17; and cap6ip a ^cuirhealea eit)ip a
larhaib 66ib, t>uat)ap iat), after rubbing them between

their hands, they ate them. Luke, vi. 1.

11
,
to reach.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Singular*

P15-

Plural

INDICATIVE MOOD.

PRESENT TENSE.

Singular.

P151TT1.

Plural

pigmfo.

711 gib.

Singular.

plgin.

pigced.

CONSUETUDINAL PAST.

Plural

pigmfp.

pigbfp

FUTURE TENSE.

pigpeab.

CONDITIONAL MOOD.

INFINITIVE MOOD.

t>o poccam.
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12. Cabaifi, to give.

ACTIVE VOICE.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.
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PASSIVE VOICE.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

beipceap, cuscap, and cabapcap me, -jo.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

PRESENT TENSE.

beipceap me, and cuscap me, fc.

PAST TENSE.

cugao me, -|C.

CONSUETUDINAL PAST.

beipcioe, or cuscaioe me, ic.

FUTURE.

beajipap, and cabappap m6, -\ct

CONDITIONAL MOOD.

56appaioe, and cabappm&e m6, -]c.

PASSIVE PARTICIPLE.

cu5ca, and cabapca.

REMARKS.

This verb is made up of three defective verbs beip,
and cabaip. The tenses which are used of each

may be perceived by reading the verb as given above.

The past tense is that of 0115 only. There is a pecu-

liarity in the use of beipitn, the present; viz. that it

takes the particle t>o before it, sometimes expressed and
sometimes understood, and then the b is aspirated as in

the past tense.
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13 Cap, to come.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Singular.

cap, caip,

,
or cagafr

INDICATIVE MOOD.

PRESENT TENSE.

Singular. Plural.

or

Plural.

,
or cagarnaoip.

,
or cagaitrfp.

PAST TENSE.

Singular. Plural.

Or,

Singular. Plural

,
or pdimg p6.

CONSUETUDINAL PAST.

Singular. Plural.

* Some grammarians make this the past of pig ;
but it is evidently

a contraction for po cangap ;
its general meaning in the third per-

son is, it came to pass ; they happened : pangaip, you happened tit

be, &c.
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FUTURE TENSE.

Singular.

ciocpab
ciocpaip.
ciocpaib p

Plural.

ciocpamaoib, or ciocpam.
ciocpafb.

ciocpaib.

CONDITIONAL MOOD.

Singular.

tiocpaifi.

ciocpd.
ciocpab p6.

Plural.

ciocpamaoip.
ciocpaffr.

ciocpaibff.

INFINITIVE MOOD.

bo ceacc.

PARTICIPLE.

05 ceacc.

14. C6i6, or c, to go.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Singular. Plural.

ceioeab

,
or

INDICATIVE MOOD.

PRESENT TENSE.

Singular.

Singular.

cuabap.
cua&aip.

Plural.

c6ibmfb, or

c6f&cf6, or ceicifr.

,
or c6ib.

PAST TENSE.

Plural.

cua&map.
cua&bap.
cua&bap.
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CONSUETUDINAL PAST.

Singular.

ceiOiti.

ceioeao

Plural.

c6iomfp.
ceiocf.

ceiobfp.

FUTURE TENSE.

Singular.

pacpab.
pa6paip.
pacpaib p6.

Plural.

pacpamaoib.
pacpafo.
pacpaib.

Or, pacab, pacaip, pacaib p6, omitting the p.

CONDITIONAL MOOD.

Singular.

pacpairi.

pacpti.

pacpa& p

Plural

pacpamaoip.
pacpaf&.
pacpaibfp.

INFINITIVE MOOD.
bo 6ul.

PARTICIPLE.

05 bul.

REMARKS.

The past tense is often beacap-. This form is used

after m, and the interrogative a, and with 50, &c.
"
Haliday, the Rev. Paul O'Brien, and others, make

iTncig a form of the imperative mood of this verb; but
this cannot be considered as correct; as, imci^im, which
is a regular verb, signifies / depart, not / go. In some

parts of Munster the imperative of c6i&ini, I go, is fre-

quently made eipig (and sometimes, corruptly, ceipig);
but this must be deemed an anomaly, as it is properly
the imperative of eipigim, I arise" 0'Donovan.
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15. DEFECTIVE VERBS.

The following defective verbs are used in the spoken
language :

dip p6, said he.

bap liom, methinks ; bap leip p6in, he himself thinks ; bap
leo, they think.

bligeeap, it is allowed.

peabap, I know; only used negatively and interrogatively, and
in the present tense

;
nf peabap m6, I do not know ; n'peabaip

pe, n'peabpairnip, &c.

CHAPTER VII.

PARTICLES.

1. ADVERBS.

THERE are few simple adverbs in the Irish language.
Adverbial expressions are formed by prefixing 50 to ad-

jectives; as, male, good; 50 maic, well ; these are com-

pared in the same way as the adjectives themselves.

Adverbial expressions are also formed by the combina-

tion of prepositions and nouns, or pronouns; as, ap

5Ct5l, backwards, compounded of ap, upon; and cul, the

back.

The following particles are only used in composi-
tion :

A. Negative Particles.

am ai

an
bo
bf

bpoc
ea*or6i

eap
mi
nearh
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B. Intensitive Particles.

ao as m ola6, praise. aoriiolao, excessive praise.
an TTlOp, great. anni6p, very great.
blC ,, beo, living. bicbeo, everliving, eternal.

bo bp6n, grief. bobp6n, great grief.

il ,, 5116, a kind. ll5neiceac, of many kinds,

manifold.
im ldn,/M/Z. lornldn, very full.
oil Slop, talk. ollglop, great talk, bombast.

up eapbuifr, want. UlpeapbuiO, great want, poverty.

C Particles of Repetition, $c.

aip, oreip, as foe, a payment. dipioc, a repayment.
QC ,, blap, a savour. acblap, an after savour.

COTn, equal, as cpom, weight. coiticpom, equal weight.

bea<5, or bei<5,#ooc?, as blap, beagblap, a good taste.

taste.

fa, fit, as bianco, done. fnb6anca, fit to be done.

po, easy, as b6anca, done. poioeanca, easy to be done.

Let the learner bear in mind the rule caol le caol, ~|C.

Thus, arii is airii in airii&eom ; DO is boi in ooibeupac;
im is IOTTI in lomldn, &c. Several of these particles are

obsolete adjectives.
The particles used with verbs have been mentioned

previously in c. v. 3.

2. PREPOSITIONS.

There are many simple prepositions, such as 05, at ;

aip, upon ; an, in, &c. ; and these again, with nouns,
form compound prepositions; 05016, theface; 01105016,
in the face, against, &c.

A list of those prepositions which aspirate and eclipse
the initials of those nouns to which they are joined will

be found in Part m. c. v. 2.

3. CONJUNCTIONS.

Conjunctions are also simple and compound: simple,

as, 50, that; agup, and; compound, those made up of
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different parts of speech, forming a sort of conjunctional

phrase, t>o bpig, because; uime pin, therefore.

For the influence of certain conjunctions upon the

initials of those words that follow that, vid. c. v. 3.

4. INTERJECTIONS.

Neilson remarks that " no language abounds more in

passionate interjections than the Irish; but it would be

vain and useless to attempt an enumeration of them."

The following are a few of the more usual :

a! 0! Tnaipo"! woe to!

ar-cpuoio"! woe!' monuap ! alas!

popaop ! alas ! eeinrheap ! happy.
uc ! oh ! <3ipc ! hush !
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PART III,

SYNTAX.

CHAPTER I.

THE ARTICLE AND NOUN.

1. THE ARTICLE.

THE Article is placed before the noun, except when an

adjective intervenes, and agrees with it in Gender,
Number, and Case.

The influence of the article on the initials of nouns
has been given in Part n. chap. i.

When the article is preceded by a particle ending in

a vowel, a contraction takes place, and the a of the ar-

ticle is elided; e. g. 6 om,/rom the, contracted into on.

When the article follows cm, in, for euphony, p is in-

serted between the two; e.g. ompan uaip, in the hour.

This is often written and pronounced pan, and pa.
The article is used in Irish in some instances, where

in English it would be omitted
;
viz. (a) Before a noun

which would take, at the same time, a demonstrative

pronoun; (b) Before a noun preceded by its adjective
and the assertive verb ip ; (c) Before the names of certain

places; as, pf na hGipean, &c.

When one noun governs another in the genitive, the

article is used before the genitive case, and not with the

governing noun, as in English the sense would require ;

as, mac an bume, the son of man ; but if a possessive

pronoun be used with the governed noun, or if the go-
verned noun be such a proper noun as would not take

the article, the article is omitted; as, obaip a laime,
the work of his hand; TTIac t)e, the Son of God. This is

also the idiom in Hebrew.
The Irish language has no article corresponding to the
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English a or an; but this is expressed either by the ab-

sence of the article, or in the manner mentioned in

c. iii. 2.

2. THE NOUN.

The same concords of Noun, Adjective, Pronoun, and

Verb, as occur in other languages, occur also in Irish.

One noun governs another in the genitive, as in other

languages ; the latter noun, sometimes with the former,
makes a compound expression; as, peap coppdin, a man

of a hook, i. e. a reaper.
"
When, in the absence of the article, the latter of two

substantives in the genitive case is the proper name of

a man, woman, or place, its initial is aspirated ; as, 6

aimpip pdt)pui5,/r0w the time of St. Patrick." 0'Do-
novan.

CHAPTER II.

ADJECTIVES.

1 THE ADJECTIVE GENERALLY.

THE aspiration of adjectives when joined to nouns has

been treated of in Part u. chap. iii. 5.

Adjectives are placed after the nouns to which they

belong, except in the case of emphasis or monosyllabic
adjectives, which are placed before their nouns, and un-

dergo no inflexion ; and in the case of numerals, vid. 2 ;

as, peap seal, a white man ; beaps lapaip, redflame.
The adjective also precedes the noun when joined to the

assertive verb ip; as, ip puap an Id 6, it is a cold day.
When the adjective is the predicate of a sentence,

and the noun is the subject, the adjective is not in-

flected; as cd an bean geanaitiuil, the woman is beau-

tiful.

When the adjective is connected with the verb in

meaning, it is not inflected; as, t)O pi$ne ine" an pgfan
/ made the knife sharp.
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" When an adjective is used to describe the quality
of two nouns, it agrees with the one next to it; as, peap
agup bean riiaic, a good man and woman; bean

-| peap
maic." 0''Donovan.

Adjectives which signify profit, nearness to, fitness,

and their opposites, take the Prepositional Case with

bo; as, ip olc from, it is badfor me; ip maic bom, it is

good for me.*

Adjectives which signify fulness, and those which sig-

nify part of anything, take be, of, with the article, before

the noun, which will be in the Prepositional Case; as,

peap t>ona* baoinib, one of the men ; Idn b'uipge, full

of water.

Adjectives which signify likeness, or an emotion of the

mind, take le with the prepositional case; as, ip cop-
itiuil an peap le pigeaboip, the man is like a weaver.

The comparative degree takes nd, or no, lhan, before

the following noun: as, ap mo pol nd peabap, Paul
is greater than Peter.

u The superlative degree does not require a genitive
case plural after it, as in Latin, for the genitive case in

Irish, as in English, always denotes possession, and no-

thing more, and therefore could not be applied, like the

genitive case plural in Latin, after nouns partitive, or

the superlative degree; but it generally takes after it

the preposition bo, or, more correctly, be." 0''Donovan.

2. NUMERALS.

Numeral adjectives precede their substantives; as,

aon peap, one man.

The Cardinals aon and bd aspirate the initial muta-
ble of the nouns to which they are prefixed.

The Cardinals peace, occ, naoi, beic, eclipse the

initial mutable.

The cardinals bd, two; pice, twenty, and all the mul-

* So be na is commonly written
; be an, bon, &c.
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tipleoftens; as, beic ap picib, thirty; ceub, a hundred;
mfle, a thousand, &c., take the noun in the singular
number. In Hebrew this construction also occurs, for

there the multiples]of ten, from 20 to 90, when they pre-
cede generally take the noun in the singular number.

CHAPTER III.

THE PRONOUN.

1. PERSONAL PRONOUNS.

Personal Pronouns, as in other languages, agree in

Number, Gender, and Person, with their antecedents.

If a sentence be the antecedent, the pronoun will be

the third person singular masculine; but if a noun of

multitude be the antecedent, the pronoun will be the

third person plural.
If two or more persons or things be mentioned, the

pronoun will agree with the first person rather than the

second, and with the second rather than the third

buafl p6 cupa agup mipe a^up bf pin cfn.

2. POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS.

The Possessive Pronouns always precede their nouns;
as, mo ceafi, my head.

TTIo, oo, and a, his, aspirate the initial mutables of

their nouns; as, a bean, his wife; dp, bup, and a, theirs,

eclipse the same (vid. Part n. c. i. 1, note) as, bup
inbpdcaip, your brother; and a, hers, prefixes h to nouns

beginning with a vowel; as, a hemam, her soul ; before

nouns beginning with immutable consonants there is no

way to distinguish between a, his, hers, theirs, except

by the context.

The vowel of mo, before another vowel or p, is elided ;

as, m'cmaiTi, my soul; m'peoil, my flesh. Oo in similar

cases is changed into h; as, h'acaip, thy father ; gene-
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rally the o is merely elided, and t> sometimes changed
into c; as, e'cmam, thy soul.

The possessive pronouns, when either compounded
with or preceded by the preposition an, in, expressed
or understood, are used with the substantive verb bf*

to denote an office or state of being; as, cd p6 'na fc-

5ape, he is a priest, literally, he is in his priest's state.

3. RELATIVE PRONOUNS.

The Relative Pronoun a, whether expressed or under-

stood, aspirates the initial inutables of verbs, exceptwhen
a preposition governing the relative precedes it, and the

relative is not the nominative to the verb; in such a case

it eclipses instead of aspirating. The preposition may
sometimes be understood.

When the relative a is used to denote the owner or

possessor of anything, it takes p ; as, an peari ap leip

cu, the man to whom you belong. Of course, when this

is preceded by t>o (as the o is elided for euphony) it be-

comes t>ap, more correctly, t)'ap, so lep, for le an.

t)dpb, or t>apab, and lepb, may be analyzed as the

case may be (vid. Part n. c. vi. 2) t)'a po ba, to

whom was, or t>' ap ab, to whom is ; bean t>anb ainm

TTlaipe, a woman whose name was Mary, or whose name

is, &c.

* " The verb substantive cdim can never ascribe a predicate to its

subject without the aid of the preposition a, i, or an, in; as, ca f6
'n-d peon, he is a man. Of this there seems no parallel hi any other

European language. But the assertive verb if always connects the

predicate with its subject without the help of a preposition ; as, if

peap m6, I am a man. . . . The two modes of construction repre-
sent the idea to the mind in a quite different manner. Thus, cd m6
am' peap, and if peap m6, though both mean I am a man, have
a different signification; for cd TT)6 am' peap, lam in MY man ;

i. Q.I am a man, as distinguished from some other stage, such as child-

hood, or boyhood ;
while if peap m6 indicates that I am a man, as

distinguished from a woman, or a coward. O'Donovan's Irish

Grammar, p. 379.
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The relative always precedes the verb, and, being in-

declinable, the context must decide whether it is the

agent or the object; as, an peap a buailim, the man
whom I strike; an peap a buaileap me, the man who
strikes me.

" The relative is often omitted when it is either pre-
ceded or followed by a vowel or an aspirated consonant."

Neilson.

4 INTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS.

The Interrogative Pronouns always precede the verb
or preposition by which they are governed.

5. DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS.

The Demonstrative Pronouns immediately follow the

nouns or adjectives with which they may be connected;

as, an bean pin, that woman.
There is one exception to the foregoing: viz. where

the assertive verb ip is understood ; as, po an peap, this

is the man.
" The pronouns cpeub, 50^6, cia, &c., are commonly

used without interrogation, as demonstratives; as, cd

piop 050111 50 t)6 a &e"appd, / know what you would

say." Neilson.

6. COMPOUND PRONOUNS.

The Compound Pronouns are used with the verb bf,

and with other verbs, in the following manner :

G^am, means literally, with me ; when used with bf

it serves as the auxiliary verb to have; thus, cd a^am,
/ have ; cd agat), thou hast; cd a^e, he has, &c.

11 aim, used with cd, would mean, I want, &c.

A great many idiomatic phrases are made with these

compound pronouns, and they serve with bf for a great
number of other verbs which the student will easily

discover.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE VERB.

1 THE VERB GENERALLY.

The Verb agrees with its nominative in number and

person.
Two or more singular nouns joined by a conjunction

will take the verb in the singular number; as, cdim<5

mipe a^up cupa, I and you came.

If the nominative be a noun of multitude the verb

will be in the plural.
The nominative generally follows the verb (part of

the sentence may intervene); as, btibaipc an peap,
the man said. Relative and interrogative pronouns, as

before mentioned, precede the verb.

"When the assertive verb ip, or the particles an, or

Tide, which always carry the force of ip, and never suffer

it to be expressed, are used, the collocation is as fol-

lows: the verb comes first, next the attribute, or pre-

dicate, and then the subject; as, ip peap me", I am a

man ; ip maic iat>, they are good. But if the article be

expressed before the predicate, then the attribute comes
next after the verb; as, ip me" an peap, / am the man."

O'Donovan.
The pronoun is not used with the synthetic form.

Vid. Part ii. c. v. 1.

When the noun precedes the infinitive, it is put in the

accusative; when it follows, it is governed in the geni-
tive.

The active participles govern the genitive as nouns do.

The present participle, with the verb bf, expresses
the continuance of the action; as, cd m6 05 1615606
mo leabaip, / am reading my book.

Transitive verbs take their objects in the accusative

case.

Verbs of advantage and disadvantage take the object
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of the benefit or injury in the prepositional case with

t)O, or similar prepositions.
Verbs of comparing and of taking away also govern

the prepositional case of the object of comparison or de-

privation, with the preposition uct, or such like.

One verb governs another in the infinitive mood, as

in other languages.
" When the governed verb is one

expressing motion or gesture, which does not govern
an accusative, the sign bo is never prefixed; as, t>ubaipr
r-6 IIOTTI t>ul 50 Copcaig, he told me to go to Cork"-
O'Donovan.

2 AUXILIARY VERBS.

Auxiliary Verbs, as we stated before, are formed by
the substantive verb bf, to be, with the compound pro-
nouns.

For the distinction between bf and ip, vid. c. iii.

2, note.

When if or ap follows a word ending in a vowel, the

vowel is elided, and p only remains: ba&, in the same

case, drops the final a, and becomes simply b ; e. g.

TTid'p for ind if, t>apb for t>dp ba&.

l)a& and bu& aspirate the mutable consonants fol-

lowing.
" The auxiliary bf," says Neilson,

" with the prepo-
sition cm, is used to express existence; as, cd pubdilce
an, there is a virtue; bi txume an, there was a man"

CHAPTER V.

PARTICLES.

1. ADVERBS.

We have necessarily anticipated, in Part n. c. v. 3,

the changes which certain adverbs cause on the initial

mutables of those words to which they belong.
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Monosyllabic adverbs are placed before the words to

which they belong; as, p6 mop, very great.
*'
Compound adverbs, particularly those formed from

adjectives, are placed after the nominatives to the verbs

which they qualify, but never placed between the auxi-

liary and the verb as in English ; as, [b'efpi p6 550

moc, he rose early ; cd p6 bianco 50 ceapc, it is done

properly; not cd pe" 50 ceapc be"anca." O'Donovan.
Adverbs signifying proximity take the prepositional

case generally with bo; as, cd pe" ansdp bom, he is

near me.

The following adverbs also take the prepositional
case: a bpop, on this side; a bpab, afar off; amac,
out ; amn ic, without; call, beyond; an all, on this side;

apceac, within; as, pan a bpop auin, stay on this side

with us.

2 PREPOSITIONS.

The following Prepositions generally aspirate the ini-

tial mutable of the nouns they govern :

dip, upon. iblp, between.

be, of. map, like to.

bo, to. o, ua, from.
pa, paoi, under. Cp6, through.

pea6, throughout.

Qfi, m, and lap, after, eclipse the initial mutable.
Le and o, curiously enough, though they do not

eclipse, still prefix h to vowels; as, pigne m6 pin le

hea^la, / did that through fear.
The following prepositions govern the genitive case :

cum, to. lofipuioe, unto.

after. T^P* according to.

, throughout. cflTIClOll, about.

Ibip, between, sometimes governs the accusative, and
all other prepositions govern the regular prepositional
case.
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3. CONJUNCTIONS.

The Conjunctions 0511 p, and, and no or rm, or, &c.,

take the same cases and moods after them (unless the

sense requires otherwise) as go before them; as, buail"]

bnip, strike and break.

For the influence of some conjunctions upon the ini-

tials of the words that follow them, vid. Part n. c. v. 3.

4. INTERJECTIONS.

The interjections o and a govern the vocative case,

and aspirate the initial mutable of the noun.

main 5, wo, which, as O'Donovan says, is really a

noun, always takes the preposition t>o after it.

THE END.
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